Goonbash Blues" and "Shuggie's besides. Nevertheless, after a Slide Boogie," which is an abort
nicely. The best cut on the 
by the use of the Harris Robin-
This ain't bad for a fifteen year 
those of most rock guitarists. 
super-guitarists and easily above 
The other is three blues jams 
pretty good work, and that he 

Super-ego trip in naming his new 
grain enough to be just that.

Recent recordings—a well mixed bag

Dedicated to 

The premiere that never happened. 

HANS WERNER HENZE

"THE RAFT OF THE FRIEGED 'MEDUSA':"

film:
Faulkners Reivers

By Emmanuel Goldman

An impeccable romantic

tell you, every prostitute has

that to become Mary Mary

such a hand

monstrous realism as Dostoevski

could not portray any ordinary woman of easy virtue as the 

virginal woman (in Crime and Punishment) Tolstoy had his

Madras (Reconstruction). Zola his

Bellevue. In Baltimore, Berne

Belle de Jour, and William Faulkner had his Corri, the sweetest


The tale is a comic odyssey of
discovery, following sheltered 19 year old Lucas from his

in turn of the century Jefferson, Mississippi, to a cat-

men in Memphis, to an Arkan-
sass racetrack, and back home 

narrated by the adult
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